Description

Hello,

Foreman version: 1.13.4

I need to deploy virtual machine in a cluster vmware. In this cluster, I can deploy a virtual machine on a cluster datastore or a simple datastore storage.

But on Forman, when I choose a cluster datastore and submit I get this failure:

Failed to create a compute CBV (VMware) instance micah-keedy.jmsp.prod: InvalidArgument: A specified parameter was not correct: Datastore outside the pod is specified for a disk to be placed inside the pod

I think host parameters should only contain either "cluster datastore" or "datastore" values, not both. But in this case, I can't disable a simple datastore.

Regards

Related issues:

Related to Foreman - Feature #4509: Additional SCSI Controller with per-disk ...

History

#1 - 05/22/2017 05:09 AM - Sam Amara

- Subject changed from Storage Datastore changed after submit to Storage cluster Datastore

#2 - 05/22/2017 06:39 AM - Anonymous

- Project changed from Salt to Foreman

- Category set to Compute resources - VMware

#3 - 10/20/2017 01:36 PM - Anonymous

- Status changed from New to Feedback

This got potentially fixed by #4509 and related changes, please try 1.16+ and report back.

#4 - 10/23/2017 03:12 PM - Claudio Signorini

Michael Moll wrote:

This got potentially fixed by #4509 and related changes, please try 1.16+ and report back.

I confirm! On 1.16 it works! Well done!!!

Claudio
#5 - 10/23/2017 03:41 PM - Anonymous
- Related to Feature #4509: Additional SCSI Controller with per-disk configuration added

#6 - 10/23/2017 03:42 PM - Anonymous
- Legacy Backlogs Release (now unused) set to 240
- Assignee set to Timo Goebel
- Status changed from Feedback to Resolved

thanks!
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